Mold Removal Experts
The presence of mold can be devastating to a property owner. When faced with the
complex, hazardous and costly task of removal, many do not know where to turn to.
ONEighty Solutions is a trusted industry leader for mold removal.

ONEighty Solutions, Your IICRC Certified Removal Specialists
ONEighty Solutions is Georgia’s premier odor, mold, water, smoke and biohazard removal
company. As IICRC (Institute of Inspection Cleaning and Restoration Certification) certified
industry professionals, we are locally owned and operated by Robert and Kristin Averette.
ONEighty Solutions is a leader in the restoration industry, known for delivering superior, effective
removal solutions with outstanding customer service. Our team of specialists is expertly trained to
remove obnoxious odors, mold, and other hazards leaving your home or commercial property
fresh and clean.

Why the Urgency in Mold Removal?
With mold growth occurring in as little as 72 hours, time can be critical to both stop mold
damage and keep mold removal costs lower. When mold, bacteria or fungi invade a space it
multiplies quickly, compromising top materials as well as the foundation structural building
elements.
While property damage is a concern, it is the health risks that can be of utmost importance for
mold remediation. For those with compromised immune systems and respiratory illnesses such as
asthma, the presence of mold can cause serious infections. For healthy individuals, mold
exposure can manifest as coughs, skin irritations, sinusitis, throat irritations as well as other
medical issues.

ONEighty Solutions’ Mold Removal
As certified mold removal specialists, ONEighty Solutions, takes removing mold seriously. Our
mold removal system benefits include:
• Proven process and mold removal technology
• Eliminates Mold, Mildew, and Bacteria
• Contents remediation
• Whole building bio-decontamination
• Bacteria and virus mitigation
Ready for a solution to your mold removal needs?
Contact Us www.oneightysolutions.com or
Call Us at (678) 274-6511.

